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Abstract. We construct a family of probability spaces (f2, #", Pγ\ γ > 0 associated
with the Euler equation for a two dimensional inviscid incompressible fluid
which carries a pointwise flow φt (time evolution) leaving Py globally invariant.
φt is obtained as the limit of Galerkin approximations associated with Euler
equations. Pγ is also in invariant measure for a stochastic process associated
with a Navier-Stokes equation with viscosity y, stochastically perturbed by a
white noise force.
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0. Introduction

The search for solutions of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in certain spaces
of functions is of great physical and mathematical interest. In the present paper we
shall discuss the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid.

For simplicity we shall consider a fluid confined in a rectangular box ΊΓ2, with
periodic boundary conditions (or, equivalently, on a 2-torus), but extensions to
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more general domains are possible. The equations of motion are

— = — (wV)u — Vp + γΔu, div u = 0,
ot

where u(t,x) = (u1{t9x)9u2(t,x))eU2

9 teU, xeT 2 = [0,2π] x [0,2π] is the velocity
field, y ̂  0 is a constant coefficient, w V = u1 (d/dxj + u2(d/dx2) = u1d1 + u2d2, and

2

A is the Laplacian in (R2, div u = £ diUh Vp = (dxp, d2p). div u = 0 is the incompres-
sibility condition. ί = 1

Concerning such equations (on T 2 or domains in (R2) two types of results
are known:

a) results on generalized and pointwise classical solutions, with initial data in some
(generalized) function spaces (not necessarily "physically relevant")
b) results on statistical solutions, with initial data in some measure one set in a
probability space describing "physical initial conditions."

Concerning a) let us mention that in the case γ = 0 global (in time) solutions with
initial data with finite energy are known (M.M. Gunther (1927), W. Wolibner
(1933), V. Judovich (1963), T. Kato (1967), C. Bardos (1972), see e.g. the references
in [E]).

In the case y > 0, we mention the existence of global solutions by J. Leray
(1933), O. Ladyszenskaja (1959), Lions-Prodi (1959), see e.g. [Te] and references
therein.

Concerning b): this is part oί a statistical approach to turbulence, initiated
already last century, see e.g. [MP] and references therein. For the particular
two-dimensional situation we are considering the case y = 0 has been discussed in
physical literature by T. D. Lee (1952), R. H. Kraichnan (1967) and others, see e.g.
[G], [KrMo]. Probability measures μ of Gibbsian type, with Gibbs density
determined by the invariants of the motions, have been discussed mathematically
in [AHKDeF], [AHK1], [DeF], [AHKM], [BF1,2], [BPP], [CDG]. Their
"infinitesimal in variance" in the sense \Bfdμ = 0 for smooth cylinder functions in
the domain of the corresponding Liouville operator, has been proven in [AHKDeF],
[AHK1]. As to the existence of a global flow in time leaving μ invariant, only
partial results had been obtained in the case of perturbed Gaussian measures
[AHK1], [AHKM], [DeF], [CDG] and in the case of Poisson measure [DP],
[MP]. For y > 0 statistical solutions of different types have been discussed, see e.g.
[VKF], [FT] and references therein. However to our knowledge, the only result
on invariant probability measures which has been proven in the case y > 0 needs
the presence of an additional suitable random force [Cl,2].

In Sects. 1 and 2 of the present paper we give the first proof that the
infinitesimally invariant probability measures constructed in [AHKDeF], [AHK1],
[DeF], [BF1,2], [BPP], [CDG] are indeed globally invariant. In Sect. 3 we extend
the result to a stochastically perturbed Navier-Stokes equation.

Let us now describe the contents of the different sections in more details. In
Sect. 1 we discuss the equivalence of the Euler equation for a fluid on a
2-dimensional torus (rectangular box with periodic boundary conditions) with an
equation for a scalar "stream function" φ. Moreover we express the basic conserved
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quantities of the (classical, smooth) Euler flow, energy and enstrophy, in terms of
φ. Finally we introduce the basic family μv y > 0 of heuristically invariant
probability measures of the Gibbs form, with formal density given by the enstrophy
(a measure giving, roughly speaking, white noise distribution to the curl of the
velocity vector). These probability measures are defined in terms of an abstract
(complex) Wiener space, a complex version of a setting studied particularly by
Gross, cf. e.g. [K]). A basic Lemma 1.3.2 shows that the generator B associated
with the Euler equation (looked upon as an evolution equation in the Fourier
transformed space to the stream function) is in L2 between basic Sobolev spaces
Hί~a, α > f with respect to the basic probability measure μy.

In Sect. 2 we show that B, as a functional with values in if1"", is divergence
free (relative to the divergence defined in the abstract Wiener space). In fact the
latter result and the mentioned Lemma 1.3.2 essentially express in the useful
language of abstract Wiener spaces results contained in [AHKDeF]. The usefulness
of this formulation becomes clear in 2.2 where the basic Theorem 2.2.3 on the
existence of a continuous flow defined on a probability space {Ω, J% Py) with values
in Z/1"*, associated to the Euler equation and leaving μγ globally invariant, is
stated and proven. As mentioned before, this is the first solution of a problem
stated in [AHKDeF] and [BF] (see also [AHKM], [CDG] which contain partial
results in this direction). It should be remarked that only existence is shown, the
problem of uniqueness remains open, see [AHKM], [AHK1] for a discussion of
this problem.

Let us also remark that the present solution of the problem of constructing a
pointwise flow should not be confused with the construction of a flow in ZΛsense:
the latter flow had been already constructed in [AHKDeF] (see also [AHK1],
[AHKM] for further discussion). Of course the present pointwise flow also yields
an L2 flow. The problem of uniqueness of L2 flows remains open (cf. [AHK1],
[AHKM]).

Finally let us remark that using results of [AHKDeF] (see also [AHK1],
[AHKM], [W]) all is said here about μv Pv can be extended to measures μβ>y, Pβty

constructed from μy using the renormalized energy functional :Ey: of [AHKDeF],
i.e. dμβ9y = exp(-β:E:y)dμγ/μxp(-β:E:y)dμy with jS^O (cf. [W]). We have μβ,y«μβ',y

Vj3,/?',y, μβfy±μβ^, yΦy'. In particular Pβty is a family of globally invariant
probability measures associated with the Euler flow.

In Sect. 3 we consider the stochastically perturbed Navier-Stokes equation. In
3.1 we show that each invariant measure μy for the Euler flow is also an invariant
measure for a certain infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Using this
in Sect. 3.2 it is shown (Theorem 3.2.1) that μy is also an invariant measure forihe
flow associated with a Navier-Stokes equation perturbed by a suitable external
random force.

1. The Euler Equation in Two Dimensions

1.1. General Setting. Let us consider the Euler equation for an incompressible
non-viscous fluid in IR2, given by

^ = _ ( w . V ) w - V p , divw = 0, (1.1)
at
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where u is the velocity of the flow, p the pressure, M V = u1d1 + u2d2. We will
consider the Euler equation on the 2-dimensional torus that we identify with the
square T 2 = [0,2π] x [0,2π] and with periodic boundary conditions. Let rot denote
the operator rotw= —d2u

1 + δ1w
2 (for w'eC1) and set V1φ^(-d2φ,d1φ), where

φ is a scalar C 2 function. The incompressibility condition (div u = 0) implies the
existence of a function φ such that u = V1^. Replacing in the Euler equation u by
VLφ and applying the operator rot to both members, one can find a different
formulation of the equation, expressed by the following result ([AHKDeF]):

1.1.1. Theorem, u is a smooth solution of (1.1) if and only if there exists a smooth
(real) function φ such that u = V 1 ^ and φ is a solution of the equation

^ - = Vλφ VΔφ. Q (1-2)
dt

We are therefore interested in solutions of Eq. (1.2) on T 2 satisfying the
periodic boundary conditions

φ(09 y9t) = φ(2π, y, t) and φ(x, 0, t) = φ(x, 2π, ί), V(x, y)e I2.

Remark. Considering, on a bounded domain D cz U2 with simply connected
piecewise C 1 boundary, the Euler equation du/dt = —(wV)u- Vp, divu = 0, with
n-u = 0 on <5D, where n is a unit normal to <9D, we still have a formulation analogous
to (1.2). See [AHK1] for a study of this situation, as well as for the study of the
Euler equations in more general domains, also in connection with the content of
the other sections in the present paper.

1.2. Invariant Quantities of the Motion. As is well known, the Euler system is
conservative, that is, the energy is an invariant of the motion. This is easily seen
by looking at the energy in terms of φeC 2 (T 2 , R),

We have for any smooth solution φ of (1.2):

— = - J φVλφVΔφdx = j VφVLφΔφdx = 0.J j

In a similar way, one can see that there are other invariant quantities for the Euler
system (cf. [AHKDeF]). One such quantity that will be important for our purposes
is the so-called "enstrophy," given by:

S = \ J (rot u)2dx = \ \ (Δφfdx.
J2 J2

We have in fact, for any C 2 solution φ of (1.2):

— = J ΔφVλφVΔφdx = 0.
at T 2

1.3. The Abstract Wiener Space Formulation. Let us consider the following
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Sobolev-space on the torus:

:T2-»IR:J Σ \D"u{x)\2dx < + oo 1.
J

Let ek(x) = (l/2π)eikx, with fceZ2 and k-x = k1x1 + k2x2, be a complete set of
orthonormal (with respect to L2) functions, which are eigenfunctions of the operator
— Δ, having k2 = k\ + k\ as their eigenvalues. We can identify ^f 2(T 2) with the
complex Hubert space

, u^k = ΰk}

(with ΰ denoting complex conjugation of u).
For general peU we define:

(k> 0 meaning ZceZ2, /^ > 0 or kx = 0 and k2 > 0), and with inner product given
by (u,v)p= Σ k2pukvk.

k>0

Let dμk be the probability measure on C defined for yeU+ by

where z = x + iy, and dμy(u) = P] dμk

γ(uk). It is easy to see that, for α > 0,

fc>0

J | |u | | 2 _ α ί iμ = J X fc2~2α|Mjdμy(w) = - Σ 7TT2^< + 0 0 So the measure μ is sup-

ported by i ί 1 " " .

We shall call complex abstract Wiener measure space a complex structure
consisting of a complex Hubert space H, a complex Banach space B which is the
completion of// with respect to a measurable norm in the sense of Gross (cf. [K])
and a σ-additive normalized measure on B. We claim that:

1.3.1. Proposition. (Z/1 "α, //2, μy) is a complex abstract Wiener space with measurable

norm \\'\\1-aJor any α > 0 .

Proof. Let A be the linear operator defined by A(ek) = (l/\k\1+a)ek. A is an

Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H2 with norm M H 2 ^ = Y 2 ( 1 + α ) < +oo. For

u = ΣukekeH2 we have || A(u) | | 2 = II M IIi - α The norm || | |x _α is then a measurable
norm and the completion of H2 with respect to it gives the space Z/1"".

Remark. In the framework of the remark of paragraph 1.1, and considering Δ to
be the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions, one knows that — Δ has a
discrete spectrum 0 < i 1 ^ ^ V",^--* + ° ° We can therefore make an ana-
logous Wiener space formulation in this context.

The measure μy constructed above is then the Wiener measure for the space
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H 1 " " , verifying:

f
We have Eμγ(uk) = 0, Eμy{uku'k) = 0 and Eμy{ukύ'k) = (5fc,fc,(2/y/c4). Moreover for γ Φ /
the measures μy and μy> are orthogonal. Furthermore we have μy(H2) = 0.

On the abstract Wiener space constructed above we will use differential calculus
in the sense of Malliavin (see [Ma] for an introduction). In particular we shall use
derivatives along the directions belonging to the Cameron-Martin space, that is,
H2.

Let us come back to the Euler equation (1.2) and write φ(x, t)= Σ uk(t)ekΣ
k>0{φ is real and we can assume j φdx = 0 since adding a constant to φ does not change

Eq (1.2)). Now (1.2) takes the form (cf. [AHKDeF]):

Ul h + h'=k

= i Σ (h±mh')[h2 — (h')2]uhuh>9 (1.3)
h + h'=k

where h1 = ( — h2,h1). This can be written as

^uk = Bk(u\ (1.4)

where the Bk are given by:

and we look for solutions u(ήeH1~<xVt. Let B(u) = £l?k(w)efc. Then we have:
k

1.3.2. Lemma. For every α > | the functional B is square-integrable with respect to
the measure μγ and to the norm of Hι~a, i.e.,

Proof. The proof can be found in [AHKDeF]; nevertheless, we sketch it here, for
sake of completeness. Define the following approximation fields:

Σ M , 5 0-5)

where 2 π α M = (l/fc2)(ft-Lfc)(Λfc)-i(ft-Lfc). Then we have

Eμγ(\Bn

k\
2)= Σ

h £ n

Hence,
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( L 6 )

and, for m < n, Eμγ(\Bk — B™\2) is estimated by the r.h.s. of (1.6) with summations
restricted to m2<h2^n2, which proves that Bn

k is a Cauchy sequence in l}(Hγ ~α, C),

converging to Bk. Finally, for o o f we have Eμ I £ / c 2 ~ 2 α | £ k | 2 )< + oo, and

therefore BeL2{Hι~\H1 ""). Π

We remark that B is not a vector field in the sense of [C3], that is, it is not a
functional with values in the Cameron-Martin space. Therefore one cannot expect
to apply the results of [C3] to construct a flow associated with B.

We also remark that the energy and the enstrophy defined in 1.2 are given by:

2. The Euler Flow and the Invariant Measures

2.1. The Invariant Measures. Let us consider the gradient operator in the sense
of the Malliavin calculus, that is, for φ defined on the Wiener space H1'* with
values in a Banach space £, Vφ(u) is the linear functional defined, for we//1"2, by:

Vφ{u)(v) = Dvφ(u) = l im- [φ(u + εv) — φ(w)], υeH2.

Although, as we remarked, B is not a vector field on the Wiener space, we shall
consider the following generalization of the notion of divergence (cf., for example,
[KK]).

2.1.1. Definition. If G is a Hubert space and φeL2{Hι~a, G) = L2, we call divergence
of φ, and we denote it by δμφ, the adjoint of V in L2, i.e., δμφ is the element of
L2(//1~α, IR), which verifies, whenever it exists:

μ Vfe®,

where 3) is the space of differentiable functions defined on if1"" and depending
only on a finite number of coordinates uk. 3) will be used as the space of test
functions. (|)G is the scalar product in G.

2.1.2. Lemma. Considering B as given in Sect. 13, as a functional with values in
H1 ~α, α > f, (G = H* " α in definition 2.1.1) we have δμγB = 0, with μy as in 1.3.

Proof (cf. [AHKDeF]). Consider the Galerkin approximations Bn

k of Bk defined

by (1.5); Bk depends only on a finite number of coordinates, say (wα i,..., wα ), where

α t eZ 2 , dk = dk{ή). By taking Bn

u..., B", we can define:

B n = Σ Bn

kek, (2.1)
ke{<xι,...,<xd}

where d = d(n).
Bn is then a vector field on Cd and we know that, with respect to the measure

dμn

γ(u)= Π dιfy(u\ W = (wαi,...,wαd), (2.2)
ke{aί,...,cίd}
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the divergence is given by

δμnB\u) = (B\u\ u}2 - Σ DekB»-

From the expression (1.3) we see that, for each k,DekBl = 0. On the other hand,

(B\u\ u}2 = X k*Bn

k(u)ΰk = (ΔB\u\ Δu}0 = 0

by the invariance of the enstrophy (cf. 1.2). Therefore we have δμnBn = 0 Mn and
the result follows. •

According to [AHKDef], all measures μy are infinitesimally invariant under
the Euler flow in the sense that \Bfdμy = 0 V / G ^ . The existence of a global Euler
flow was left open in [AHKDeF]. The purpose in the next section is to prove the
existence of such a flow for μy-almost all initial conditions.

We remark that:

~ ~ ~ :— X T2~* + °° a s w->oo.

Therefore the energy is not in Lι(μy) and it is not possible, in order to construct
a flow, to use results on existence of solutions of the Euler equation with initial
conditions of finite energy.

It is shown in [AHKDeF] that £ k2\uk\
2 — Eμ{ £ k2\uk\

2 I converges in

L\μy) for n ^ oo. The limit is the "renormalized energy" discussed in [AHKDeF],
[AHK1], [AHKM].

2.2. The Euler Flow

2.2.1 Lemma. There exists a unique non-explosive flow w"(0)-• Mw(ί), with (d/dt)un =
Bn(ύ) associated with the finite dimensional vector field Bn defined in (ί.5), (2.1).

Proof. Since Bl is a finite sum of quadratic expressions of the type ochfkuhuk_h, this
follows from the classical results on finite-dimensional flows. We remark that the
non-explosion (in finite time) can also be proved using the fact that Bn is divergence
free (cf. [C3]). •

We shall show that this classical flow (with support on functions) can be used
to construct a flow (with support on generalized functions) associated with B.

For u = X ukek€Hx ~α, let Πnu be the orthogonal projection of u on the subspace
generated by {eaι,...,ead}. Write u = Πnu + Π^u and let Un be the flow associated
with Bn. Putting Un(t, ύ) = Un(t,Πn

u) + π t u> w e h a v e :

^- Un(U u) = Bn(U% w)), t/"(0, u) = w, (2.3)
dt

these flows being now defined on H1 ~a. Furthermore, if £/"(-,u) = £ ί7j( , u)ek, we
have that, for each fc, £/£(-,u)eC(IR C). k

We are now able to show the existence of a flow (in the precise sense of the
following result):
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2.2.3. Theorem. There exists a flow U(t, ω) defined on a probability space (Ω, #", Py)
with values in H1 "*,<*>%, U('9ω)eC(U;H1~a\ωeΩ, such that:

(i) Uk{t, ω) = Uk{0, ω) + J Bk{U(s, ω))ds, Py - a.e.ω, VteR,
o

and such that the measure μy is invariant for the flow, in the sense that:

(ϋ) lf(U(t,ω))dPy(ω) = lfdμγ Vt,V/e0.

Proof. We shall consider, for teU+, the Un

k as stochastic processes with law on
C(R; C) defined by

We consider the sup-norm on the space C(R + ;C) and the weak topology on the
space of measures over C(IR + ;C). If we verify the following conditions:

(a) lim supvZ(|y(0)|>Jί) = 0,
R-+ + oo n

(b) limsupv^f sup \y(t)-y(t')\ ^p ) = 0 Vp>0, T>0, (2.4)

t'-t^δ

then it follows, by Prokhorov's criterium (cf., for example, [SV]) that v£ is a
precompact sequence of measures and therefore that we have a subsequence
converging weakly towards a limit vk. We have:

which implies (a);
(b) comes from the following estimations:

vn

k(sup\y(t)-y(t')\^p]^\E (snp\U"k(t,u)-U"k(t',u)\2

V t,t / p

where we used (1.6) and the fact that μγ is invariant for the approximating Un

flows (the divergence of Bn is zero).
There is then a subsequence of vn

k converging to vk; we shall denote it again by
v£, for simplicity. By Skorohod's theorem (cf., for example [IW]), there exists a
probability space (Ω9^9Pγ) and a family of processes Uk(t,ω\ Uk(t,ω\ ωeΩ,
having for laws, respectively, v£ and vk on the space C(R + ;C). Furthermore,
Ur

k{\ ώ) -• Uk(; ω) Py — a.e. in ω. On the other hand, we can repeat this construction
for the processes teU+h^ϋl(- t,u) to obtain the negative values of t.

We first prove (ii); for / G ^ , we have:

J f(Un(t, u))dμγ(u) = μμnyλ J f(U1(u))dμn

y(u) Vί,

where dμn

y is defined in (2.2) and dμn

y

λ(u) = Π A
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Hence, J f(Όn(t,u))dμy(u) = J fdμγ; on the other hand, denoting by vn the law
of Un(-, u\ we also have:

J f{U"(t9 u))dμy{u) = J f((y(t))dvn(y)

which proves (ii). Let us now prove that l/(ί, w) has values in the space Hx "α . From
(ii), we have:

therefore, P y - a . e . ω, l/(ί,ω)GH1"α.

It only remains to prove (i), i.e., that U(t, ω) is a flow associated with B. We have:

0

j^ j j |B2(ί?'"(s, ω)) - Bk(U" (s, ω))\dsdPy(ω)
0

+ J j \Bh(U'"(s9ω)) - Bk(U(s,ω))\dsdPy(ω).

The second term converges towards zero by the equi-integrability of the functions
Bn

kφ
n(Uu)) and the fact that U'n(-,ω)-> [/(•,ω) a.e. in the space CίR + H 1 " " ) . The

first term is equal to:

J J" \Bn

k(U"{s,«)) - Bk{Un(s,u))\dsdμy(u)

and therefore, by the invariance of μy under Un(0)\-+ΰn(t) and the fact that Bn

k-+Bk

in L2(μy), this term converges to zero as well; therefore, and as we can identify in
law the processes ΰ'"(t, ω) and the flows Όn(t, u\ we obtain (i) by passing to the
limit. •

Remark. By using a precompactness criterium due to Dubinski [Du], one can
show that the laws vn of Un(-9 u) are precompact on the space

+ ;H1-β), for f < α < / J .

In this way, and avoiding the use of the marginals vk, we obtain a probability
measure and realize a flow associated to B on a single space, namely Z.

3. The Perturbed Navίer-Stokes Equation

3.1. Invariant Measures. The classical Navier-Stokes equation describes the
motion of an incompressible viscous fluid and is given by:

_ ^ = _ ( M V)w + γ4w-Vp, divw = 0, (3.1)
ot
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where y > 0 is the viscosity coefficient. We will consider this equation, more precisely
a stochastic perturbation of it, in the same context as for the Euler case (Sect. 1.2).
This means we will consider (3.1) on the two-dimensional torus T 2 and we will
use the abstract Wiener space formulation of (1.3). We can then write the
Navier-Stokes equation in the following form:

jtuk = Bk(u)-yk2uk. (3.2)

As it is well known, this is no longer a conservative system (i.e. the energy is not
conserved in time). One cannot therefore expect to have "good" invariant measures
as in the Euler case. On the other hand, let us consider the following differential
operator Q:

Σ h Dlf(u) - Ίk2

Σ
k

Dlf(u) - Ίk2ukDeJ{u\ feS.

This is an infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator of a type considered,
e.g. in [Ga]. The measure μy defined in (1.3) is an invariant measure for the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck flow generated by β; in particular we have J Qfdμγ = 0 V/e®.

Let us consider the following operator:

fe®. (3.3)

This can be regarded as the infinitesimal generator for a perturbed Navier-Stokes
flow, as we show in the following paragraph. By the invariance of μy under the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck flow and the invariance proved in Sect. 2 we have then in
particular the infinitesimal invariance of the measure μy under the Navier-Stokes
flow in the sense that: \LfdμΊ = 0 V/e0.

3.2. The Perturbed Navier-Stokes Flow. Let Jbt = Yj(\l\k\)bk

tek be a normalized
k

cylindric brownian motion on if1, where the bk are independent copies of complex
brownian motions. We recall that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process associated with
Q can be explicitly given by:

ξ + \ ^ d b \ s \
o 1*1

and that this process, starting from fί1"", actually remains in H1'" for all times.
With respect to the existence of a perturbed Navier-Stokes flow, we have the

following theorem (cf. [Cl] for related results):

3.2.1. Theorem. There exists a stochastic process xteC{U + ;H1~a), such that, for
xeHι~a, and writing xt = Σxkek, we have:

(i) πJbk-]lyk2xk-Bk(xs)-]ds a.e., VίeffT,

where πbt is a Brownian motion on if1.
Moreover, μy is invariant for xt in the sense that

(ϋ) μj(xt)dμy{x) = ydμy VteR + , V/e®.
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Proof. Let us consider the finite dimensional approximations of Bk defined in (1.5),
(2.1), and, for xeH1 "α, put xn = (x"i<xi,..., x"'αd), where clearly d depends on n. Since
the coefficients are regular, we have, by classical results, the existence of a finite
dimensional stochastic process x" = (x"ja\..., x"f<Xd)eCd defined for small times and
satisfying:

χn,k = χn,k + Jbn,k _ j [ytf χn,k _ fl"^)] ds a.β., (3.4)
0

where b" = ^ bk

t(\/\k\)ek. By Itό's formula, we have

. (3.5)

But, because of the in variance of the energy (cf. 1.2), we have ^/c2B^(x) x t = 0 and
therefore,

(3.6)

Moreover

E[ sup ||x?Hi ) ^ | | x " | | i + φ ) Γ
\ίe[O,T] /

+ 8 £ s u P χ j |(Re(xs

w'Λ)dRe(^ fc) + Im(xs*'*)rflm(^*))|2

k 0

where we used (3.5) in the last inequality. This estimation implies the non-explosion
in finite time of the processes x", for fixed n.

We have \Exf(xn

t)dμy(x) = J fdμγ\ft > 0, fe@, by the invariance of the measure
under the finite dimensional flow xn

t.
Let ρn* denote the law of xn

t* on the space C((R + ;C). We will apply the
precompactness criterium (2.4) in order to get a weak limit of these measures. We
have:

(a) Pn'k(\y(0)\>R)^\xk\ύ^ Vn,

(b) pn4 sup
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with 0 < α < ^, by the properties of brownian motion and Eq. (3.4). Using Holder
inequality and the initial condition, we have:

El sup J \x"'k\ds j ^ (51/2( E J \xn

s'
k\2ds I

1/2

T2\l/2

~) Mn;

moreover, using again the in variance of μγ under x",

£(δT)lf2(l\Bl(x)\2dμγ(x))lf2,

this last integral being uniformly bounded in n by the estimations of Lemma 1.3.2.
Hence we will have a subsequence ρ"J'k converging towards pk and pk will be

the law of a process xk eC(R + ; C), by Skorohod's theorem. Let xt = Σxk

tek. We have

nj

and therefore the process lives a.s. in H 1 " " .
The relation (ii) follows from the analogous relation for the finite dimensional

approximations. It only remains to check that xk satisfies (i), but this can be done
by taking limits in (3.4), remembering that x"jfk-^xk a.e., uniformly with respect
to ί, and also that the Bk are equi-integrable in L2(μγ).
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